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Non Departmental Overheads 

As well as the departmental overheads, there are also non-departmental overheads :- 
 
 Idle project managers (Job Progression Screen) 
 Idle labour pool (Job Progression Screen) 
 Bidding cost (Procurement Screen) 
 Management consultant report 
 
We will take a look at each one. 
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IDLE PROJECT MANAGERS 

 

Project managers employed by the company who are not currently allocated to a job in progress are held in the Idle Project 

Manager Pool. 

 

Project managers can reside in the pool for a number of reasons :- 

Project Managers are automatically transferred to the pool upon completion of a job. 

They may have been deliberately recruited by the personnel manager prior to being used on site, perhaps to prevent 

other companies from employing them (Later Years). 

 

Project managers must be paid their salary whilst they are in the idle pool, which is a wasted cost, and  it  is important  to try 

and allocate them to appropriate contracts. 
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Project managers recruited into the idle project manager pool, or paid off from the pool, are 

subject to costs shown in the Industry parameters. 
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IDLE LABOUR 

 

The company’s own site-based labourers who are not currently allocated to a job in progress are held in the Idle Labour Pool. 

 

Labour can reside in the pool for a number of reasons :- 

Own labour is automatically transferred to the pool upon completion of a job. 

They may have been deliberately transferred there by the construction manager, and not reallocated to site. 

 

Idle labourers incur a cost whilst they are in the idle pool, so it is always more cost-effective to keep the idle labour pool as low as 

possible, using the company’s own fully-trained staff on contracts that are in progress. 

 

KEY POINTS 

Sometimes a decision is made to deliberately keep excess labour in the idle pool. This may happen if the company is expecting 

to win a labour-intensive job, and its cheaper to pay them for being idle in the short-term, rather than incur potentially higher costs 

for laying off and then retraining new staff in the future. 
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The cost per annum of keeping one idle labourer is shown in the Industry parameters. 

 

In this example the cost of keeping 1 idle labourer each period is 1,500 (6,000 / 4). 

 

Hence, for 132 idle labourers the cost in the period is 132 x 1,500 = 198,000. 
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BIDDING COST 

 

Each job that the company bids for incurs a bidding cost, depending upon 

the approximate value of the job, defined in the Industry parameters. 
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In the example shown the company have bid for 4 jobs, and the bidding cost for the period is :- 

 
Job 103: 0.2% of  5,000,000 = 10,000 

Job 108: 0.2% of 10,000,000 = 20,000 

Job 109: 0.2% of 10,000,000 = 20,000 

Job 113: 0.2% of 20,000,000 = 40,000 

              Total: 90,000 
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MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS REPORT 

 

Each period an external management consultant carries out 

a detailed review of the company’s activities, looking in 

particular for any problem areas. 

 

The review is in the form of a report, and this has to be paid 

for, the cost being defined in the Industry parameters. 

Navigate to "Main menu/Measuring performance/Assessing performance/Management consultants report" 
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Navigate to "Main menu/Measuring performance/Assessing performance/Financial analysis" 

The breakdown of overhead costs for the period, both departmental 

and non departmental is shown in the Financial performance. 


